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WereWolf MovIes

Margaret Atwood

Men who imagine themselves covered with fur and sprouting
fangs, why do they do that? Padding among wet
moonstruck treetrunks crouched on all fours, sniffing
the mulch of sodden leaves, or knuckling
their brambly way, arms dangling like outsized
pajamas, hair all over them, noses and lips
sucked back into their faces, nothing left of their kindly
smiles but yellow eyes and a muzzle. This gives them
pleasure, they think they’d be
more animal. Could then freely growl, and tackle
women carrying groceries, opening
their doors with keys. Freedom would be
bared ankles, the din of tearing: rubber, cloth,
whatever. Getting down to basics. Peel, they say
to strippers, meaning: take off the skin.
A guzzle of flesh
dogfood, ears in the bowl. But
no animal does that: couple and kill,
or kill first: rip up its egg, its future.
No animal eats its mate’s throat, except
spiders and certain insects, when it’s the protein
male who’s gobbled. Why do they have this dream then?
Dress-ups for boys, some last escape
from having to be lawyers? Or a
rebellion against the mute
resistance of objects: reproach of the
pillowcase big with pillow, the tea-
cosy swollen with its warm
pot, not soft as it looks but hard
as it feels, round tummies of saved string in the top
drawer tethering them down. What joy, to smash the
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tyranny of the doorknob, sink your teeth
into the inert defiant eiderdown with matching
spring-print queensized sheets and listen to her
scream. Surrender.
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nosFeratu

Vanessa Moeller

I find the rabbit-hearted beauty
by echolocation, by speaking rust
off my voice and into the dark.
Each syllable is outline—
thigh, wrist, nape,
deep chalice of clavicle.

I disremember how light ribbons
through dust motes, how warmth
feels inside my flesh
and each thick, musty breath
is the droning taste of forever.

But vulnerabilities exist—stakes and
sunlight may come. Humans
have limited revulsion,
only love predators
that would never truly prey on them.
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Bride oF Frankenstein

Alex Boyd

These discs are the best use for technology,
forget sending businessmen to England
in four hours, they’ll just want to go in three.
Here’s how it works: the disc spins,
and for every little Boris there’s a little Bride
deep in the silver, somewhere under
your reflection, the worry lines on your brow.
They meet and spin and the film starts to play.
So what if Lon Chaney is a plump Wolf Man,
or the body count just isn’t all that high.
In the days before quantity meant more,
murdering a few people made you evil.
And so what if the Lugosi Dracula is staked
off camera, heads turning—you don’t need
to see every bloody thing, now do you.
Again the villagers are back with torches,
tearing down signs all over town,
Assistant needed: must be hunchbacked,
have two years experience pulling levers.
Boris doesn’t scare me—I’m taking him
to stand there, right at the entrance
where the world pours thickly into my dreams,
his instructions: smash all the unhappiness.
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kInG konG Meets WallaCe stevens

Michael Ondaatje

Take two photographs—
Wallace Stevens and King Kong
(Is it significant that I eat bananas as I write this?)

Stevens is portly, benign, a white brush cut
striped tie. Businessman but
for the dark thick hands, the naked brain
the thought in him.

Kong is staggering
lost in New York streets again
a spawn of annoyed cars at his toes.
The mind is nowhere.
Fingers are plastic, electric under the skin.
He’s at the call of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Meanwhile W.S. in his suit
is thinking chaos is thinking fences.
In his head—the seeds of fresh pain
his exorcising,
the bellow of locked blood.

The hands drain from his jacket,
pose in the murderer’s shadow.
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Monster (GodzIlla)
Sachiko Murakami

No one loves a beast of a man in the body of a beast
who, at Hollywood parties, lurks in the kitchen, gulping punch,
spits sunflower seeds when a pretty girl forces him to speak,
leaves on a motorcycle. Looks silly hunched over it.

This is a fact, his life without love.

When Donne wrote No man is an island
Godzilla wasn’t real yet, slept in the Pacific
until the bomb shook its little boy’s fist
and he wandered into the studio.

We fear most that he might snap,
scoop up virgins and carry them off to Asia
where, unable to secure employment,
they’d be forced into arranged marriages.
After finding diaries with hearts looped
around the letter G, concerned parents
hand their daughters to psychiatrists, who diagnose
Godzillamania. They’ve pills for it.

This is a fact, the threat of him.

Downtown, night. Lightning strikes once or twice
to reveal his bestial face. He’d reflect
on his mission if the script said more than
SCENE 25. STORM. LIGHTNING STRIKES 
ONCE OR TWICE. GODZILLA
MELTS GLASS TOWERS WITH
APOPLECTIC BREATH.
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This is a fact, his imagined life.

And at his feet, a grocery list
rain-stuck to a bus shelter. In it,
virgins huddle and share a rosary.

Virgins are the first facts. Women are secondary.

He’s suspect of the film’s tricks,
forgets sometimes he’s larger than life.
Can’t tell when the film stops rolling
and accidentally squashes extras.
The studio uses the footage. Audiences gobble it up.
Shot out of scale, next to Godzilla
the victims seem as big as thimbles, and as useful.
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sCary MovIes

Kim Addonizio

Today the cloud shapes are terrifying,
and I keep expecting some enormous
black-and-white B-movie Cyclops
to appear at the edge of the horizon,

to come striding over the ocean
and drag me from my kitchen
to the deep cave that flickered
into my young brain one Saturday

at the Baronet Theater where I sat helpless
between my older brothers, pumped up
on candy and horror—that cave,
the litter of human bones

gnawed on and flung toward the entrance,
I can smell their stench as clearly
as the bacon fat from breakfast. This
is how it feels to lose it—

not sanity, I mean, but whatever it is
that helps you get up in the morning
and actually leave the house
on those days when it seems like death

in his brown uniform
is cruising his panel truck
of packages through your neighborhood.
I think of a friend’s voice
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on her answering machine—
Hi, I’m not here—
the morning of her funeral,
the calls filling up the tape

and the mail still arriving,
and I feel as afraid as I was
after all those vampire movies
when I’d come home and lie awake

all night, rigid in my bed,
unable to get up
even to pee because the undead
were waiting underneath it;

if I so much as stuck a bare
foot out there in the unprotected air
they’d grab me by the ankle and pull me
under. And my parents said there was

nothing there, when I was older
I would know better, and now
they’re dead, and I’m older,
and I know better.
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MovIe Monster

Blaise Moritz

Looking at the monster projected on the screen,
a papier-mâché model in harmony with the cardboard
kingdom over which it exercises a playful reign of terror,
I think how the black and white makes cohesive
this fantasy which must in the studio have looked patchwork
and ill-coloured, how the limitations of the medium
contribute to the enduring power of these images.
To me, they’re not yesterday’s crap, pre-stop motion, pre-CGI,
but a vision, integral and necessarily equal to any
subsequent vision, regardless of technical advances,
realized, with that acceptance of materials that defines
the artist, by a sci-fi auteur, recognized in these latter days,
but only as a ‘pioneer’. All cry for something beyond the modern,
something novel and alien, and have framed this criterion for 
their hope:
that the unreal should be indistinguishable from the real.
And what would the auteur think were he equipped
with the tools of our contemporary filmmakers, then asked
to sit through his dated masterpiece; mightn’t he agree
with the genre fans that this movie is put to shame
by later effects, which reframe his bold strokes as failed graspings.
And would he too re-make them, endlessly regenerating
his monsters and explosions in state-of-the-art manner,
leaving me alone to face dismissal as sentimental, contrarian
for my insistent love of his original images, in their imperfections
more perfect than the wonders of tomorrow? I’ve read
that in the climactic scenes, the monster’s joyous rampage,
the creature’s beautiful fluidity was achieved
using stand-ins, the usual match-box towers replicated at dollhouse
scale, the place of the menacing dwarf model taken
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by a man in a rubber costume. Great fun it must have been,
amok amidst that town to be destroyed. What motivation
was the actor given? You are lost in a strange and hostile place.
You must erase this world if you are to build your own.
Got it. Roll ‘em, and I’ll start smashing.
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